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Preface

To the Westward

Thomas Jefferson
Thomas Jefferson was born in Albemarle County, Virginia, in 1743. His
father was a surveyor and planter.
Thomas’s mother was from one of
Virginia’s most distinguished families. Their tall, freckle-faced son
grew up to become the third president of the United States. Jefferson
wrote the Declaration of Independence and served as minister to
France and later as secretary of
state under President George Washington. In addition, he was an
architect, naturalist, gardener, and
inventor.
Jefferson designed and started
building his elegant home, Monticello, when he was 26 years old.
He conducted the country’s first
archaeological survey and found
the bones of ancient Indians.
Jefferson also collected a great
library and created the University
of Virginia. By making the
Louisiana Purchase and appointing
the expedition to explore North
America, he changed the face of
the nation. Jefferson died on July
4, 1826, the 50th anniversary of
the signing of his Declaration of
Independence.
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1803
Louisiana Purchase
“Honored Parence,” wrote John Ordway, “I am now
on an expidition to the westward, with Captain
Lewis and Captain Clark, who are appointed by the
President of the United States to go on an expidition
through the interior parts of North America. We are
to ascend the Missouri River with a boat as far as it
is navigable and then to go by land, to the westward
ocean. . . . I will write next winter if I have a chance.
Yours, John Ordway, Sergeant.”
Ordway wrote to his honored parents in May
1804 from a campsite in Illinois country, north of
the frontier town of St. Louis. His letter may have
made his family uneasy. The expedition he
described was about to set off for an indefinite period of time over an uncertain course through wild
and unmapped lands. Ordway was a member of the

Corps of Discovery, the expedition of Lewis and
Clark. This group of handpicked men was about to
venture across the unexplored west of the American
continent.
In 1800, the settled regions of the United
States ended at the Mississippi River. In the western territories that would eventually include the
states of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, a smattering of
new settlers lived in windowless log cabins, dressed
in deerskin, and hunted and farmed. Farther west
was a vast, unexplored wilderness peopled by scattered Indian tribes. Only a handful of fur trappers
had dared to travel beyond the great waters of the
Mississippi River.
The United States was a young country, having only recently won its freedom from England.
Starting as a small number of states along the eastern edge of the continent, the United States expanded south and west. Settler families broke the land

know how much territory he’d acquired. Where
and built homes in the wild forests of Kentucky and
was the source of the Missouri River? How far did
Georgia. As the country grew, it pushed against
this new land reach? What mountains and forests
lands claimed by other governments. Spain held the
did it hold? What people lived
land now known as the state of
there and how did they live?
Florida. It also held a vast area
Was it possible to reach the
from the mouth of the Missisgreat Pacific Ocean by travelsippi River north, including all
ing along the course of the Misthe lands through which the
souri River? Jefferson had a
Missouri River and its tribupassion for science and nature
taries flowed. The land was
that made him even more curicalled the Louisiana Territory.
ous about the new land. He
No one really knew how big it
wanted to know everything
was—the vast region was unexabout the animals and plants,
plored by Europeans. In 1800,
the climate, and the geography
Spain
relinquished
the
of the west.
Louisiana Territory land to
Jefferson’s many quesFrance.
tions could only be answered
In 1803, President Thomas
Thomas Jefferson
by sending an exploratory
Jefferson bought the territory
party across the continent. It
from France. The Louisiana
would be a dangerous, grueling, and challenging
Purchase cost a fantastic sum—$15 million. The
passage, perhaps an impossible one. Only the most
president knew it was money well spent. He had a
courageous, resourceful, and devoted people could
vision of a United States that would someday span
even attempt such a journey. Who would it be?
the continent. For now, however, he didn’t even

A Big Real Estate Deal
The territory of the Louisiana Purchase turned out to be 800,000
square miles in area. The $15 million Jefferson spent on the Louisiana Purchase came to three cents
per acre and doubled the size of
the United States!
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Beautifull in the Extreme

April 1805
Farewell, Fort Mandan
The explorers were happy to be on the river again
after the long winter at Fort Mandan. All were “in
excellent health and spirits,” Lewis noted. “Not a
whisper or murmur of discontent to be heard
among them, but all act in unison and with the most
perfect harmony.” Sacagawea was returning to her

Junction of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers
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homeland with hopes for a happy reunion with her
people. She had been taken from her family when
the Hidatsa had raided her village years before. She
had never dreamed she’d be returning on a voyage
such as this one. Lewis’s dog, Seaman, was glad to
be out again. He walked along the shore with
Lewis, sniffing the fresh smells of spring.
New grass covered the prairie. Thousands of
geese stopped to feed on the tender shoots. Clark
found a hare cloaked half in his coat of winter white
and half in summer gray. Lewis noted the croaking
choruses of frogs.
With the spring weather came strong winds.
Windblown sand was in everyone’s hair, eyes, and
food. Their small boats tossed in the river’s high
waves. On some days they made no progress at all
against the heavy winds. On those days they gave
up and made camp. When the wind was with them,
they raised sails to hurry the boats along.
On most days, paddling and pulling from
dawn to dark, the expedition advanced 15 or 20
miles. At night the men slept under the stars after a
hearty meal provided by the hunters. The captains
shared a tipi with York, Charbonneau, Sacagawea,
and Pomp.
They saw many buffalo that had drowned in
the high waters of the river. Lewis inspected enormous tracks near them. They were the tracks of the
“white bear.” The Indians had told them about
these animals. Lewis was anxious to meet one of the
giant bears, in spite of the Indians’ stories of their
strength and ferocity. When the Indians prepared to
hunt this animal, they painted themselves as if
going on the warpath against a respected enemy.
Bald eagles flew overhead in large numbers.
Lewis noted swans and owls. One day Clark saw a

bird with a six-inch curved beak that whistled its
name at him—“curlew, curlew.” White whooping
cranes, their black-tipped wings spreading seven
feet across, flew overhead with long, slow beats.
The Corps saw beaver dens everywhere, and
at night, when the camp became quiet, they heard
the beavers’ tails slapping the water. One night
Lewis wrote about a buffalo calf that was afraid of
Seaman and attached itself to Lewis, following
close to his heels all day. When Lewis climbed
above the river’s high bluffs, he looked over green
rolling hills and saw immense herds of buffalo, elk,
deer, and antelope. Though game was plentiful and
sometimes quite tame, the men only killed as much
as they needed for food.

April 26, 1805
The Corps reaches the
junction of the Yellowstone
and Missouri Rivers
After several weeks of travel, the explorers knew
from the Indians’ descriptions that they would be
coming to a fork in the river. One morning Lewis
decided to walk ahead of the boats to search for it.
He brought Seaman (who’d been out all night on an
escapade but was always ready for a hike) and four
of the men. In a short time they found the fork
where two great rivers came together—the Missouri and the Yellowstone.
The view from a hill showed the wide valleys
the two rivers had created, the lines of trees along
their banks, and an abundance of grazing animals.
Lewis and his men camped that night next to a new

river, the Yellowstone. In the morning Lewis sent
Private Joseph Field to explore this river as far as
he could walk in one day. He set the other men to
work while he took measurements of latitude and
longitude and collected plants. Captain Clark and
the boats came up later, and everyone was happy to
have reached the landmark. Field returned to
report on his findings, which included a sighting of
strange, big-horned animals. The Corps celebrated
with a big meal and a drink for all. The sounds of
fiddle music and song filled the night.
The Corps continued its journey up the Missouri River. A few days past the fork they encountered the “white bears” they’d heard so much about.
That morning as they walked onshore, Lewis and
one of the privates suddenly came face-to-face with
two bears. They quickly raised their guns and fired.
One of the bears escaped. The other, though badly
wounded, chased after Lewis. Somehow Lewis was
able to reload his gun and fire again. Lewis
described the animal in detail in his journal. The
bear’s thick fur was brown. The Indians called it a
white bear because its brown fur was tipped with
white on the ends, giving it a “grizzled” (grayish)
appearance. Lewis had killed a grizzly bear, an animal previously unknown to science. He described
its long claws and teeth and marveled at the
strength it had shown.
In the same journal entry he described other
animals they’d seen that day, so many they could
hardly look in any direction without seeing a deer,
elk, or buffalo. Captain Clark had seen several bighorned animals. The creatures, bighorn sheep, ran
nimbly along the sides of the steep cliffs that now
lined the riverbanks. They would see more of these
shy and agile animals as the days passed. The regal
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The Whooping Crane
Standing five feet tall, the magnificent whooping crane is North
America’s tallest bird. It is almost
entirely white, with long black
legs, black tips on its wings, and a
red patch of skin on its head.
Hunting and loss of habitat have
greatly affected the whooping
crane population, and at one time
there were only 21 whooping
cranes left in the wild.
In the spring, adult whoopers
travel far to northern wetlands to
lay their eggs in large nests. The
mother and father take turns feeding their single baby, which is covered with brown feathers. The
newborn crane grows rapidly, and
in just over two months is ready to
fly 2,400 miles to its winter home
on the Gulf of Mexico. The whooping crane is named for its trumpeting whoop, which can be heard
from two miles away, and is best
known for its elaborate mating
dance. The males and females,
which mate for life, dance together, jumping up and down with
wings outstretched, bowing their
heads on their long necks.
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Shall We Dance?
The Whooping Crane
Waltz

I

n an effort to encourage the endangered whooping cranes to breed, one
scientist learned to perform the whooping crane mating dance with the birds. Try the
whooping crane waltz.

Materials
 A partner
Pretend to be a pair of whooping cranes facing
each other across a field. One of you starts the
dance by bowing your head and flapping your
wings. Then leap high into the air and throw your
head back so you’re looking straight up to the sky.
Your partner runs toward you with wings flapping and head bobbing. Jump up and down in
unison, throwing your heads back to the sky.
Back off from each other and bow again. Stretch
your wings out and jump up and down some
more. End the dance with an elegant bow!

The Sharp-Tailed Shake
During the springtime the plains were a lively place.
Sharp-tailed grouse gathered at their dancing grounds
(called “leks”) in the dark right before dawn. Here they
executed their magnificent courting displays, proud
dances the males performed to win a bride. Some Indian societies dance like the grouse—you can too! Get
ready for the sharp-tailed shake.

Materials
 Chalk
 A partner
 Dance rattles (see Chapter 3 for instructions on
making your own)
Draw a circle on a patch of dirt or on the sidewalk with
some chalk. One dancer runs into the circle and is
joined by the other dancer. Lift your arms up, lower
your head, and stoop over with your behind jutting out.
Shuffle your feet back and forth and make a cooing
sound while shaking your dance rattles. (The grouse
makes a rattling noise by shaking its tail quills.)
Approach each other, face-to-face, and slowly lower
your heads more. Lower your bodies to the ground and
end the dance spread out flat with your noses touching!

males looked down on the boats, their huge horns
curving around their heads. It was marvelous to see
them, some as large as 300 pounds, leaping along
cliffs where no other creatures could find a
foothold. Farther upstream, they saw so many porcupines that they named a river for them. It’s a
good thing Seaman didn’t try to catch one of these
creatures, for the porcupine is protected with 30,000
quills! When attacked, it tucks its head under its
forepaws, raises its quills, and turns its tail on the
attacker. The quills in the tail come out easily, so
Seaman would have ended up with a nose full of
long quills.
The beauty of the country was overwhelming.
Lewis described it as “beautifull in the extreme.”
They began to see more trees along the banks of the
river, which meandered from one high bluff to
another. Every day brought a new adventure. Two
of the hunters saw a mountain lion devouring a
deer. One day Clark found a den of baby wolves.
He and Drouillard also met a giant grizzly bear.
They killed the animal, but not without danger and
difficulty. It roared terribly when they wounded it
and swam halfway across the river. This bear
weighed nearly 600 pounds and measured eight and
a half feet tall.
The next day when a grizzly swam across the
river right in front of their boats, they let it go. “The
curiosity of our party is pretty well satisfied with
respect to this animal,” Lewis said. They now
understood the Indians’ respect for the “white
bear.” They met several more over the next weeks.
One bear ran after two hunters. When they jumped
off a 2o-foot bluff into the river, the bear jumped
right in after them and almost caught one of the
men before it was shot by another hunter on shore.

One day the captains walked together along
the shore, making an exception to their policy that
one of them should always be with the boats. They
came to regret it. Charbonneau was steering one of
the pirogues, and a strong gust of wind nearly
turned the boat over. The captains were horrified.
The pirogue contained their priceless journals and
medicines and supplies that they couldn’t live without. Several people in the boat could not swim,
including little Pomp. Lewis nearly tore his coat off
and jumped into the icy, wild waters. Realizing he
could never reach the boat in time, he and Clark
shot their guns to get the attention of those on board
and shouted instructions to them.
Charbonneau was in a state of panic, crying
out and waving his hands in the air. One of the men
on board, Pierre Cruzatte, threatened to shoot him
if he didn’t pay attention to the rudder and right the
boat. The sound of the captains’ shots brought
Charbonneau to his senses and he turned back to
his job. Cruzatte and two others grabbed kettles
and bailed the water out of the pirogue as quickly
as they could. Everyone was shouting. It was a desperate moment. In the middle of it all, Sacagawea
stayed calm. Though the boat had filled to its rim
with water and nearly capsized, the young mother
had the presence of mind to reach into the water
and retrieve precious medicines and papers that
were floating away.
Clark was fond of Sacagawea, whom he called
Janey. After this incident Lewis wrote of her
courage and steadiness. They were less impressed
with Charbonneau! Sacagawea had proved to be a
fortunate addition to the Corps. Her knowledge of
wild plants was also helpful. She gathered prairie
turnips, wild licorice, and berries to add to the meat
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Big Bears
Clark guessed that the grizzly bear
he shot weighed 500 pounds.
Lewis thought it was 600. That
seems huge, but at least one grizzly has weighed in at 1,500
pounds. Grizzlies stand 7 to 10
feet tall on their hind legs and
four feet at the shoulder when on
all fours. Amazingly, when they are
born, grizzlies are tiny, blind cubs
weighing only a half pound. They
do not leave the den for months,
then they follow their mother over
the next two years to learn how to
fish and hunt for berries. They eat
all summer and fall then find a
cave or hollow log to den up in for
the winter. Grizzlies are big, but
they are fast, too. They can run up
to 40 miles an hour.

the hunters brought in for dinner. The captains
named a river after their Shoshone friend.
Clark escaped another near disaster when he
was almost bitten by a rattlesnake as he walked

along the shore. That night there was a terrific
storm. The man on guard woke the captains when
he saw that the tree next to their tipi was leaning
dangerously in the wind. The captains, York, Char-

Hunting the grizzly bear
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bonneau, and Sacagawea quickly broke down the
tipi and moved it. Minutes later the tree crashed
down on the place where the tipi had been. “We
should have been crushed to atoms,” Lewis said.
One day Seaman swam out in the
river to fetch a beaver that had been
shot by a hunter. The beaver was
still alive and bit Seaman on the
leg. As Lewis bandaged up the
terrible wound, he wondered if
his dog would survive, but within weeks Seaman was
well enough to save
the explorers’ lives.
One night as they
slept, a buffalo, confused in the darkness, crashed through camp. It came within inches
of crushing several of the men. They were saved
just in time by Seaman, who rushed at the buffalo,
barked wildly, and chased it away.
As the explorers traveled on, the hills on either
side of the river grew higher. The wind still blew
hard and the men frequently had to resort to towing
the boats. “Their labor is incredibly painful and
great,” wrote Lewis, “yet those faithful fellows bear
it without a murmur.” Their elkskin ropes broke,
the stones in the river’s bottom cut their feet, and
the icy currents chilled them. The air was still cold,
too, and though it was spring the ground was frosty
when they woke up in the mornings. But the air
was clean and fresh, and the land unfolding before
them was a scene of wonder.
One afternoon, Lewis climbed a hill and gazed
off toward the horizon. He could see distant mountains ahead, their snow-covered peaks shining in

the late-day sun. He was thrilled at the sight.
Moments later, as he thought of the difficulties this
“snowey barrier” could cause his men, he became
troubled. But he wrote in his journal, “As I have
always held it a crime to anticipate evils I will
believe it a good comfortable road untill I
am compelled to believe differently.”
Lewis was looking ahead, but
at least for a moment, Clark was
looking back. When they
reached a clear and beautiful
stream flowing into the
Missouri, Clark thought it
a lovely sight. “Judith’s
River” he called the
stream, for Julia (Judy)
Hancock, a young Virginian woman who had captured his heart.
On the same day, they found the remains of a
recent Indian encampment. Sacagawea looked at a
moccasin left behind at the site and shook her
head—it was not left by her Shoshone people. A little farther on they came to the base of a tall cliff and
found the bones of many dead buffalo. It was the
site of a “pishkun,” or buffalo jump. Indians sometimes hunted buffalo by herding them off cliffs. A
young man disguised as a buffalo would stand
between the herd and a cliff. Other hunters surrounded the herd then ran toward it. The disguised
hunter ran ahead of the buffalo toward the cliff and
at the last minute jumped onto a safe projection or
hid in a crevice he’d selected beforehand. The animals would blindly follow and fall to their deaths.
It was a very dangerous trick, and only the fastest
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hunters were chosen for the hunt. The captains
named a stream near this place Slaughter Creek.
The country the Corps traveled through was a
land of “visionary inchantment.” The river cut its
way through hills of white sandstone. The bright
rock of the hills had been carved by water and wind
into strange, towering shapes that reminded the
men of columns and elaborate buildings. Bighorn
sheep looked down on them, and swallows flew
overhead from their nests in the cliffs.

June 2, 1805
The Corps reaches the junction of
the Missouri and Maria’s Rivers
One day the explorers were surprised to find themselves at the junction of two great rivers. The captains had misunderstood the distances described by
the Hidatsa chiefs. They thought they had already
passed a river the Hidatsa called “The River Which
Scolds All Others” and now did not know that one
of these was the “scolding” river. They were confused and didn’t know which way to go. Which
river was the Missouri?
The captains faced a big decision and couldn’t
afford to make a mistake. If they chose the wrong
river, they might not discover their mistake for
some time. They could lose valuable weeks and
months. A wrong turn could mean losing the whole
season, could require a forced winter camp, and
could perhaps even end their expedition! They
camped at the fork and set out to discover which
river was the Missouri.
The explorers looked carefully at each of the
rivers. The south branch was wider, faster, and
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more shallow. Its waters were clear and it had a
rocky bottom. The north branch had a muddy bottom. It ran deep, and its waters were brown like
those of the Missouri River, on which they’d traveled for so long. All of the privates were positive
that the north branch was the Missouri, but the
captains disagreed. They should be close to the
source of the Missouri River by now, they thought.
That source should be in the mountains ahead,
which meant the river should be running clearer
and faster, like the south branch. Because the north
branch was muddy, the captains thought its source
must be far away and that it was muddy because of
all of the soil it had collected while running over
miles of open plain. However, the captains agreed it
was best to investigate. Clark would explore the
south branch while Lewis explored the north.
Captain Clark’s explorations took him 40
miles upstream. This river was running so swiftly
that even the buffalo he saw couldn’t cross it. He
and his men camped, killed three grizzly bears that

Driving buffalo off a cliff
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A Buffalo Mask

M

ake this buffalo mask to wear or hang
from a wall.

Materials
 Several pieces of heavy 9-by-12-inch
construction paper
 Pencil
 Scissors
 Ruler
 Glue
 Tape
 Stapler
 1⁄2-inch wide elastic, 12 inches long
1. On a sheet of construction paper that will
be the buffalo’s face, draw two large eyes,
then cut them out.
2. From another sheet, cut out
Nose
a nose that is 21⁄2 inches wide
at the top and 11⁄2 inches wide
at the bottom and has
31⁄2-inch long sides. Fold a
1
⁄2-inch margin along each
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

side, then bend them back. Apply glue to
the 1⁄2-inch margins and affix the nose to
the mask.
Cut out two curved horns approximately 5
inches long. Carefully cut two vertical slits
in the mask above the outside edge of the
eyes. Insert the horns into these slots, then
tape them down on the back.
For the beard, cut out a 3-by-31⁄2-inch rectangle. Cut the rectangle into very thin
strips, leaving a 1⁄4-inch margin at one long
end (see drawing). Apply glue to one side of
the 1⁄4-inch margin and affix the beard to
the buffalo’s chin.
For hair, cut out a 41⁄2-by 3-inch rectangle.
Cut this rectangle into very thin strips,
leaving a 1⁄4-inch margin at
one end. Apply glue to one
side of the 1⁄4-inch margin and
affix the hair to the buffalo’s forehead.
Cut the mask along each side at an angle,
so that it is widest at the base of the eyes
and narrowest at the chin (see drawing).
Staple the elastic to the mask on each side
at about eye level. Now your mask is ready
to wear.
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Great Falls of the Missouri
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broke in on their campsite, and returned three days
later to wait for Lewis’s report.
Lewis was gone five days. He traveled 60 miles
up the river before he came to the conclusion that
its direction was taking him too far to the north. He
and his men turned around. Lewis and Private
Richard Windsor made their way back on the side
of a cliff, picking their way carefully along a narrow
ledge. Lewis slipped and nearly fell down the face
of the 90-foot cliff. Quick use of his espontoon saved
him. As he was catching his breath, he heard his
companion calling out for help. Windsor had
slipped and fallen, too! His right arm and leg were
hanging off the cliff and he was barely holding onto
the ledge with his left hand and foot. He was terrified. Lewis was frightened, too, and unable to reach
Windsor. He managed to tell him very calmly that
he was in no danger. All he would have to do, Lewis
instructed, was take his knife out of its holder with
his right hand and dig a hole in the face of the cliff
for his foot. Windsor did as the captain suggested
and soon was able to make the foothold and push
himself back onto the ledge.
When the captains reunited, they agreed that
the south branch was the real Missouri River. Lewis
named the north branch for a beloved cousin. Even
though the river was muddy and his cousin was
“lovely and fair,” Lewis said it was a noble river and
he named it “Maria’s River.” The captains discussed their decision to follow the south branch
with the Corps. All of the men still believed the
north branch was the Missouri, but every one of
them cheerfully agreed to follow the leaders.
Because their men were so convinced that the north
branch was the Missouri River, Lewis and Clark
decided that a small party should walk ahead. The

Hidatsa had told them that they would come upon
a great waterfall along the Missouri River. Once
they found the falls, they could be certain they’d
made the right choice. Lewis would hike ahead;
Clark would follow with the party in the boats.
They decided to “cache” (store in a hidden
spot) some of the things they wouldn’t need right
away so that when they came to the falls, they
wouldn’t have to carry so much overland. They
could pick everything up again on their return trip.
The men dug a deep hole and lined the bottom with
dry sticks. They filled it with specimens they had
collected, clothes, and extra ammunition, and covered it all with an animal skin, then with dirt and
leaves. They hid one of the pirogues on an island.
Lewis packed a few things and chose four men
to accompany him. He wasn’t feeling well as they
set off on their hike. They hunted along the way
and hung the meat up in trees for Clark to pick up
as he brought the boats upriver. Lewis couldn’t eat.
He grew feverish and was in great pain. Remembering his mother’s teachings, he had his men gather chokecherry twigs. He boiled them up and drank
the bitter tea, and the next day, he was well enough
to hike 27 miles.

June 13, 1805
Lewis and his companions discover the
Great Falls of the Missouri River
As he hiked ahead of his men, Lewis heard a roaring
sound. His heart leaped. Could it be the waterfall?
He saw spray in the air “like a column of smoke”
and hurried his steps. Soon he came upon the source
of the roar. Of all the wonderful things Lewis had
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seen, this waterfall was “the grandest sight,” he said,
that “I ever beheld.” The wide river plunged over an
80-foot cliff, crashing on the rocks below and sending jets of foam straight up in the air. The water billowed and swirled and surged. A beautiful rainbow
arced through the mist and spray.
The next morning, Lewis sent Private Joseph
Field back to find Clark and tell him the good
news—they’d chosen the right river! In the meantime, Lewis walked ahead to see how far they
would have to “portage” (transport their canoes
overland). After a few miles he was surprised to
come upon another waterfall. Hearing a roaring
sound ahead, he pushed on farther and found
another. A few miles distant there was
yet another. Soon he found a fifth. He
spent some time wondering which was
the most beautiful and concluded that
while one was “pleasingly beautifull, the
other was sublimely grand.” At the
base of the last waterfall, on an island
in the middle of the river, an eagle had
built its nest. The Hidatsa had said to
look for this nest in the middle of the
stream. Lewis knew he was in the right
place.
On his return to camp, Lewis hunted
a buffalo for that night’s dinner. He shot his
gun, and before he had a chance to reload, he was
attacked by a grizzly bear! The bear charged him at
full speed, its mouth open. Lewis ran; the bear ran
faster. Lewis jumped into the river and the bear
plunged in after him. Lewis realized his only chance
was to attack. Waist deep in water, he lunged at the
bear with his espontoon, and the grizzly, taken by
surprise at this turn of events, wheeled around and
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withdrew.
It was late and Lewis was exhausted, but his
day wasn’t over yet. Lewis headed back to join his
men and encountered a mountain lion, crouched
and ready to spring on him. He shot and missed,
but he finally drove the cat away. No sooner did he
get past this danger than three bull buffalo ran at
him at full speed. “All the beasts of the neighbourhood had made a league to distroy me,” he wrote.
He was very relieved to get back to camp safely.
The next morning his adventures still weren’t
over—he woke to find a large rattlesnake only a few
feet from his head!
Clark and the rest of the party
worked to get the boats up the swift
river. Clark was glad to see Private
Field, both because of Field’s good
news about the falls and because
Clark was anxious to reach
Lewis’s camp. Sacagawea was sick,
and all of Clark’s efforts to help her
had come to nothing. He had bled her
(a common medical practice of the
day), making a cut on her arm and
letting the blood flow. Sacagawea
was getting worse every day, and
Clark worried that she might die.
She refused to take any more medicine,
and Charbonneau, anxious for his wife, wanted to
return to the Hidatsa.
By the time Lewis saw her, Sacagawea was
extremely ill. She was feverish and in pain, and her
arms and fingers twitched. He worried for the
young woman, for her infant Pomp, and for the fate
of the party without her. He treated her with bark
tea and made her drink water from a sulfur spring.

Under his care, and to everyone’s great relief, Sacagawea quickly got better.
While Lewis tended Sacagawea, Clark surveyed the land ahead to find the best route for their
portage. They would have to carry all their goods
and the boats overland for 18 miles to reach a place
where the river was smooth again and the banks
low. The captains decided to make another
cache and leave the second pirogue hidden.
The men cut down a cottonwood tree to
make wagons and wheels. They loaded
their dugout canoes and their supplies
onto the wagons and started the
portage.
The explorers made four trips
in 11 days. It took all of their
strength to pull the wagons across
the broken land. The ground was
covered with prickly pears, which
pierced their moccasins and their
feet. The men bent low to the
ground, grasping stones and
plants to pull themselves forward.
At each halt they collapsed,
exhausted. On some days it was
terrifically hot. On other days
there were violent storms. One day
hail the size of their fists beat down
on their unprotected heads and
shoulders. Clark, Charbonneau,
Sacagawea, and Pomp took cover
under a rock shelf in a dry ravine.
Rain fell in torrents, and soon the
ravine filled with a raging flood. Clark pushed
Sacagawea up over a ledge while the water rose
around his waist.

The explorers made a camp at the end of the
portage and named it White Bear Islands for the
large number of grizzlies that lived there. Buffalo
also gathered there in huge herds. (Clark counted
10,000!) Here they celebrated another Fourth of
July. They divided the last rations of whiskey and
danced to Cruzatte’s fiddle. Though
exhausted by their long days, they
found it hard to sleep at night.
The buffalo bulls roared, and
grizzly bears prowled the camp.
Seaman barked and growled all
night in his efforts to drive the
animals away.
While some of the men finished
carrying the goods overland, others
began preparing elk and buffalo
skins to cover the special ironframe boat they had brought all
the way from the east. This
boat, when finished, would
take the place of the two
pirogues they had cached.
They covered the frame with
the skins and sewed them together.
When they launched the boat, it “lay
like a perfect cork on the water,” but
in a short time it began to leak. It
was a terrible disappointment.
Ahead were the snow-covered
mountains they would have to
cross before winter. Time was
running short.
Rather than go back for the two pirogues, the
men cut down two giant cottonwood trees, hollowed them out, and made large dugout canoes.
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Make Your Own Moccasins

I

n prickly pear country, a pair of moccasins only lasted two days. The men of
the Corps made moccasins by the
dozens!

Materials
Moccasins










Scissors
Brown paper bag
Pencil
Ruler
1 yard of felt
Pins
Needle
Thread
Beads, store-bought or homemade

Homemade “Beads”
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Water
Cups
Food coloring
Salad macaroni
Spoon
Newspaper

1. Cut the brown paper bag and spread it out
flat. Step on it. Measure four inches out
from your foot in every direction and draw
an outline of this big foot. Repeat with
your other foot. These will be the patterns
for your moccasins.

Brown paper bag
4 inches

4 inches
2. Pin the patterns to the
felt and cut
the felt in the
shape of the
big foot.

Cut off felt

Sew here
Heel
Toe
3. Bend the felt foot shape in half lengthwise.
Sew the heel from the fold up to the opening, as shown in the drawing.
4. Place your foot inside
the material and
Pin
pull the
sides up
over the
top of
Heel
Toe
your
foot. Pin the material at the top, leaving enough room to get
your foot in and out of the moccasin.

5. Remove your foot (watch out for pins!) and sew
along the hem. Trim off extra material close to
the stitches.
Sew
6. Turn the material
inside-out, turn down
the flaps, and you’ve
got a moccasin!
When both moccasins
Trim off
are finished, decorate them
extra material
with beads.
To make your own beads, fill several cups half
full with water. Add a few drops of food coloring to
each. Put 20 or so pieces of the tiny macaroni
into each cup and soak them for 2 minutes. Remove them with a spoon
and spread them out on newspaper to dry for an hour. Thread
the needle and put one macaroni
“bead” onto the thread. Tie a knot
around the bead. Sew it onto the top of your moccasin,
then bring the needle up through the material and add
another bead. Continue until your design is complete.
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They dried buffalo meat for the journey ahead,
repaired their tattered clothes, and made new moccasins. They cached the iron frame, more of Lewis’s
plant specimens, and Clark’s latest map.
After 10 days, the Corps was ready to move
on. Though the snow-peaked mountains ahead
looked forbidding, Lewis noted proudly that his
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men appeared to have “made up their minds to succeed in the expedition or perish in the attempt.”
They put their boats in the river and headed
upstream. Lewis was happy to walk along the shore
again. Though the prickly pear made for difficult
hiking, it was beautiful in full bloom. Sunflowers
too were “in blume and abundant.”
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